Air Quality Monitoring System and Benchmarking

Air quality monitoring has become an integral part of smart city solutions. This paper presents an air quality monitoring system based on Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, and establishes a cloud-based platform to address the challenges related to IoT data management and processing capabilities, including data collection, storage, analysis, and visualization. In addition, this paper also benchmarks four state-of-the-art database systems to investigate the appropriate technologies for managing large-scale IoT datasets.
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A Novel Smart Meter Controlling System with Dynamic IP Addresses

Smart meters are the electronic devices for measuring energy consumption in real time. Usually, static public IP addresses are allocated to realize the point-to-point (P2P) communication and remote controlling for smart metering systems. This, however, restricts the wide deployment of smart meters, due to the deficiency of public IP resources. This paper proposes a novel subscription-based communication architecture for the support of dynamic IP addresses and group controlling of smart meters. The paper evaluates the proposed architecture by comparing the traditional P2P architecture, and validate its effectiveness to interact with smart meters.
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CITIESData: a smart city data management framework
Smart city data come from heterogeneous sources including various types of the Internet of Things such as traffic, weather, pollution, noise, and portable devices. They are characterized with diverse quality issues and with different types of sensitive information. This makes data processing and publishing challenging. In this paper, we propose a framework to streamline smart city data management, including data collection, cleansing, anonymization, and publishing. The paper classifies smart city data in sensitive, quasi-sensitive, and open/public levels and then suggests different strategies to process and publish the data within these categories. The paper evaluates the framework using a real-world smart city data set, and the results verify its effectiveness and efficiency. The framework can be a generic solution to manage smart city data.
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Regression-based Online Anomaly Detection for Smart Grid Data

With the widely used smart meters in the energy sector, anomaly detection becomes a crucial mean to study the unusual consumption behaviors of customers, and to discover unexpected events of using energy promptly. Detecting consumption anomalies is, essentially, a real-time big data analytics problem, which does data mining on a large amount of parallel data streams from smart meters. In this paper, we propose a supervised learning and statistical-based anomaly detection method, and implement a Lambda system using the in-memory distributed computing framework, Spark and its extension Spark Streaming. The system supports not only iterative detection model refreshment from scalable data sets, but also real-time detection on scalable live data streams. This paper empirically evaluates the system and the detection algorithm, and the results show the effectiveness and the scalability of the proposed lambda detection system.
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SciCloud: A Scientific Cloud and Management Platform for Smart City Data

The pervasive use of Internet of Things and smart meter technologies in smart cities increases the complexity of managing the data, due to their sizes, diversity, and privacy issues. This requires an innovate solution to process and manage the data effectively. This paper presents an elastic private scientific cloud, SciCloud, to tackle these grand challenges. SciCloud provides on-demand computing resource provisions, a scalable data management platform and an in-place data analytics environment to support the scientific research using smart city data.
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Structured Literature Review of Electricity Consumption Classification Using Smart Meter Data

Smart meters for measuring electricity consumption are fast becoming prevalent in households. The meters measure consumption on a very fine scale, usually on a 15 min basis, and the data give unprecedented granularity of consumption patterns at household level. A multitude of papers have emerged utilizing smart meter data for deepening our knowledge of consumption patterns. This paper applies a modification of Okoli's method for conducting structured literature reviews to generate an overview of research in electricity customer classification using smart meter data. The process assessed 2099 papers before identifying 34 significant papers, and highlights three key points: prominent methods, datasets and application. Three important findings are outlined. First, only a few papers contemplate future applications of the classification, rendering papers relevant only in a classification setting. Second; the encountered classification methods do not consider correlation or time series analysis when classifying. The identified papers fail to thoroughly analyze the statistical properties of the data, investigations that could potentially improve classification performance. Third, the description of the data utilized is of varying quality, with only 50% acknowledging missing values impact on the final sample size. A data description score for assessing the quality in data description has been developed and applied to all papers reviewed.
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A hybrid ICT-solution for smart meter data analytics

Smart meters are increasingly used worldwide. Smart meters are the advanced meters capable of measuring energy consumption at a fine-grained time interval, e.g., every 15 min. Smart meter data are typically bundled with social economic data in analytics, such as meter geographic locations, weather conditions and user information, which makes the data sets very sizable and the analytics complex. Data mining and emerging cloud computing technologies make collecting, processing, and analyzing the so-called big data possible. This paper proposes an innovative ICT-solution to streamline smart meter data analytics. The proposed solution offers an information integration pipeline for ingesting data from smart meters, a scalable platform for processing and mining big data sets, and a web portal for visualizing analytics results. The implemented system has a hybrid architecture of using Spark or Hive for big data processing, and using the machine learning toolkit, MADlib, for doing in-database data analytics in PostgreSQL database. This paper evaluates the key technologies of the proposed ICT-solution, and the results show the effectiveness and efficiency of using the system for both batch and online analytics.
CITIESData: Towards Cloud Based Big Data Management for Smart Cities
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Identification of parameters affecting the variability of energy use in residential buildings
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Identification of Parameters Affecting the Variability of Energy Use in Residential Buildings

Energy use of buildings varies significantly. When aggregating the demand profiles of a group of buildings, the variations of energy demand are critical to determine the aggregated load profile. Especially when dimensioning district energy systems, it is important to know the variability of energy demand that can guarantee the efficient operation of the system. For this reason, it is useful to distinguish the parameters that affect building energy performance the most and to estimate the magnitude of these variations on each parameter. The aim of the present study is to identify the parameters that lead to the largest variations in energy performance of residential buildings in Denmark. A set of sensitivity analysis has been carried out using an extensive search algorithm. These sensitivity analyses were then applied for modelling a reference building representing Danish single-family houses of the 1940’s. The study was able to determine the key variables that affect energy use in old Danish single-family houses using sensitivity analysis and proposes a methodology for parameter optimization. This analysis pointed out that the insulation in external walls and roof lead to the largest variations in space heating demand. Also, the infiltration rate and occupancy behavior play important role on space heating consumption. It was concluded that these findings highly depend on the specific case study and the characteristics of the buildings that are examined. If outdoor climate and location differ from the current case, a different set of parameters should be investigated upon its effect on building energy use.

Online Anomaly Energy Consumption Detection Using Lambda Architecture

With the widely use of smart meters in the energy sector, anomaly detection becomes a crucial mean to study the unusual consumption behaviors of customers, and to discover unexpected events of using energy promptly. Detecting consumption anomalies is, essentially, a real-time big data analytics problem, which does data mining on a large amount of parallel data streams from smart meters. In this paper, we propose a supervised learning and statistical-based anomaly detection method, and implement a Lambda system using the in-memory distributed computing framework, Spark and its extension Spark Streaming. The system supports not only iterative refreshing the detection models from scalable data sets, but also real-time anomaly detection on scalable live data streams. This paper empirically evaluates the system and the detection algorithm, and the results show the effectiveness and the scalability of the lambda detection system.
Optimizing ETL by a Two-level Data Staging Method

In data warehousing, the data from source systems are populated into a central data warehouse (DW) through extraction, transformation and loading (ETL). The standard ETL approach usually uses sequential jobs to process the data with dependencies, such as dimension and fact data. It is a non-trivial task to process the so-called early-/late-arriving data, which arrive out of order. This paper proposes a two-level data staging area method to optimize ETL. The proposed method is an all-in-one solution that supports processing different types of data from operational systems, including early-/late-arriving data, and fast-/slowly-changing data. The introduced additional staging area decouples loading process from data extraction and transformation, which improves ETL flexibility and minimizes intervention to the data warehouse. This paper evaluates the proposed method empirically, which shows that it is more efficient and less intrusive than the standard ETL method.
Streamlining Meter Data Analytics
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Utilisation of rice residues for decentralised electricity generation in Ghana: An economic analysis
Developing countries, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa, face large challenges to achieve universal electrification. Using the case of Ghana, this study explores the role that rice residues can play to help developing countries meet their electrification needs. In Ghana, Levelised Electricity Costs (LEC) of a grid-connected 5 MWe straw combustion plant ranged between 11.6 and 13.0 UScents/kWh, based on region of implementation. Rice straw combustion is a viable grid-connected option in all regions, as the bioenergy Feed-in-Tariff is 29.5 UScents/kWh in Ghana. Residue supply cost contributes significantly (49-54%) to LEC of rice straw combustion.LEC of husk gasification mini-grids ranged between 5 and 53 UScents/kWh for rural populations between 3000 and 250 people. Husk gasification mini-grids can be a suitable electrification solution for these un-electrified populations, as its LEC is lower than the average LEC of grid extension diesel mini-grids and off-grid solar systems for remote communities in Ghana. Electricity produced from husk gasification has the potential to cater to 7% of the needs of un-electrified communities in Ghana. The methodology and analysis of this study can support policymakers of similar countries decide the economic feasibility of decentralised bioenergy solutions while forming national electrification plans.
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Aggregation of building energy demands for city-scale models
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Cloud-Based Software Platform for Smart Meter Data Management
Today smart meters are increasingly used in the worldwide. Smart meters are the advanced meters capable of measuring customer energy consumption at a fine-grained time interval, e.g., every 15 minutes. The data are very sizeable, and might be from different sources, along with the other social-economic metrics such as the geographic information of meters, the information about users and their property, geographic location and others, which make the data management very complex. On the other hand, data-mining and the emerging cloud computing technologies make the collection, management, and analysis of the so-called big data possible. This can improve energy management, e.g., help utility companies to forecast energy loads and improve services, and help households to manage energy usage and save money. As this regard, the proposed paper focuses on building an innovative software platform for smart meter data analytics using cloud technologies, aiming to maximize the information assets in demand-side energy management and relieving peak load. The proposed platform will oer information integration pipeline to ingest smart meter time-series data; a secure repository for researchers sharing their knowledge; scalable data analytics platform for data mining over big data sets for energy demand forecasting and consumption discovering; data as the service for other applications using smart meter data; and a portal for visualizing data analytics results. The design will incorporate hybrid clouds, including Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS), which are suitable for on-demand provisioning, massive scaling, and manageability. Besides, the design will impose extensibility, efficiency, and high availability on the system. The paper will evaluate the system comprehensively, and compare with other similar works. This paper will provide a proof of concept for building the data management system expanding from the data management of energy sector to the entire sectors of smart cities.
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Streamlining Smart Meter Data Analytics
Today smart meters are increasingly used in worldwide. Smart meters are the advanced meters capable of measuring customer energy consumption at a fine-grained time interval, e.g., every 15 minutes. The data are very sizeable, and might be from different sources, along with the other social-economic metrics such as the geographic information of meters, the information about users and their property, geographic location and others, which make the data management very...
complex. On the other hand, data-mining and the emerging cloud computing technologies make the collection, management, and analysis of the so-called big data possible. This can improve energy management, e.g., help utilities improve the management of energy and services, and help customers save money. As this regard, the paper focuses on building an innovative software solution to streamline smart meter data analytic, aiming at dealing with the complexity of data processing and data analytics. The system offers an information integration pipeline to ingest smart meter data; scalable data processing and analytic platform for pre-processing and mining big smart meter data sets; and a web-based portal for visualizing data analytics results. The system incorporates hybrid technologies, including big data technologies Spark and Hive, the high performance RDBMS PostgreSQL with the in-database machine learning toolkit, MADlib, which are able to satisfy a variety of requirements in smart meter data analytics.

A comparative study of contextual urban design approaches in the UK and DK

During the last century urban planning has changed dramatically due in part to vehicular development, a modernist design culture, rapid urbanisation and new computer technologies. This planning strategy has influenced that new-implemented areas looks incredible from a helicopter, but the human scale has, as a consequence, been completely shattered. The context of buildings has predominantly not been preserved, or adequately considered; the shape of buildings has been the most significant focus in the planning process. Two approaches, comprehensive development and cellular renewal, will be introduced as different ways of accommodating, more contextual urban renewal.

In this paper, four different case studies in two different cities, Winchester in UK and Copenhagen in DK, are examined in regards to their urban planning and their use of the two above-mentioned approaches. A number of different key performance indicators have been selected, analysed and evaluated in a spiderweb, to clarify where in the process the planning could have been better or improved with regard to future similar planning processes.

The two cities, Winchester and Copenhagen, and the four case studies, selected in the beginning of this paper, turned out to be more dissimilar than anticipated. This was due to cultural traditions and different construction methods in the two countries. In spite of this, clear pros and cons, of using comprehensive development and cellular renewal have been identified.

Both case studies approached by cellular renewal turned out to be the most contextual urban design, where the focus on social- and physical contextualism was introduced early in the process. With that said comprehensive can still be considered and approached by contextualism.
Logistics cost analysis of rice residues for second generation bioenergy production in Ghana

This study explores the techno-economic potential of rice residues as a bioenergy resource to meet Ghana’s energy demands. Major rice growing regions of Ghana have 70–90% of residues available for bioenergy production. To ensure cost-effective biomass logistics, a thorough cost analysis was made for two bioenergy routes. Logistics costs for a 5MWe straw combustion plant were 39.01, 47.52 and 47.89USD/t for Northern, Ashanti and Volta regions respectively. Logistics cost for a 0.25MWe husk gasification plant (with roundtrip distance 10km) was 2.64USD/t in all regions. Capital cost (66–72%) contributes significantly to total logistics costs of straw, however for husk logistics, staff (40%) and operation and maintenance costs (46%) dominate. Baling is the major processing logistic cost for straw, contributing to 46–48% of total costs. Scale of straw unit does not have a large impact on logistic costs. Transport distance of husks has considerable impact on logistic costs.
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The Potential of the Technical University of Denmark in the Light of Sustainable Livable Cities

The Technical University of Denmark (DTU) has a long tradition for research and education in urban planning and sustainable urban development. An increasing societal focus on sustainability and urbanization in society supports this continuous focus on sustainable urban planning in technical educations. The focus on sustainable urban development includes understanding the role of civil engineering, water engineering, sustainable mobility and energy, and communities in developing future desirable solutions. However, beyond the challenges faced in each of the specific technical fields, there is a growing demand for integrated solutions. A proposal has been developed in the last couple of years to further develop DTU’s education in urban development and livable cities with an emphasis on integration and interdependencies in urban engineering. This paper describes core professional design niches which by themselves have an impact on urban development, including water in cities, climate adaptation, mobility planning, building, energy, and community designs. A number of challenges in developing an integrated approach in the technical education are discussed in the paper. The increasing focus on sustainability but also on global urbanization, compact cities, and smart cities supports new thinking in urban planning and design in technical education. The paper suggests a new initiative to further develop the sustainable urban planning research and education at DTU.
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Definition of Smart Energy City and State of the art of 6 Transform cities using Key Performance Indicators: Deliverable 1.2

This report summarises the work undertaken under the EU-FP7 TRANSFORM project for Work Package 1 (part 1): Becoming a Smart Energy City, state of the Art and Ambition. Part 1 starts with a clear outline of each of the participating cities. The work describes the context in terms of climate, energy assets, ambitions, targets and main possibilities in terms of energy efficiency, flows and energy production. After this first step, the work focuses on the description of what a smart energy city is (this report), what the main Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are that should be met and how this relates to where the current cities and the living labs are. It describes at the same time the current status of city planning, energy planning tools, and existing energy data. The outline should also include information on energy production, energy flows and energy efficiency, where possible. The work will draw largely on existing Strategic Energy Action Plans, Climate Action Plans and planning documents.

This report establishes a definition of smart cities develops Key Elements, Key Performance Indicators and reports on the state of the art regarding the KPIs for the 6 Transform cities. As specified in the Transform proposal, the objective of the evaluation is to identify previous and existing initiatives as a sort of stocktaking on the way to establishing a smart city transformation pathway for each of the participating cities in the Transform project. The definition of a smart energy city and the key performance indicators will be used throughout Transform the guide the work.

Use of biomass energy in Denmark and its dependence on internalisation of externalities from energy systems

Use of biomass energy in Denmark and its dependence on internalisation of externalities from energy systems
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Life Cycle Assessment of wood pellets and bioethanol from wood residues and willow
The uptake of biomass as an energy source can reduce the use of and dependence on fossil fuels in heating and transportation in New Zealand. The environmental impacts and efficiency of three biomass options; wood pellets produced from sawmill residues, and bioethanol produced from forest residues and from purpose grown-willow, are analysed using Life Cycle Assessment.

Wood pellets are a renewable energy fuel used mainly for residential heating. The production of heat from wood pellets is viable from an energy point of view, with varying efficiencies depending on the type of fuel used to dry timber at the sawmill.

Heat from wood pellets has a significantly lower global warming potential than the production of heat from a heat pump. Bioethanol from wood is a renewable fuel that can be used as a partial substitute to petrol in transportation. The production of bioethanol is viable from an energy point of view, as approximately 4.8 MJ and 3.7 MJ of bioethanol are produced from willow and forest residues respectively, for every 1 MJ of input energy.

The use of bioethanol as a partial substitute of petrol reduces the global warming potential and non-renewable energy use of the fuel. The uptake of wood pellets for heating and bioethanol as a fuel for transportation would help reduce fossil fuel use in New Zealand.
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Analysing transport costs of Danish forest wood chip resources by means of continuous cost surfaces
While international markets for woody biomass emerge, growing consumption of wood chips for energy in Denmark is leading to increasing import. With improved competitiveness and unquestionable environmental benefits, domestic wood chip supply is preferable, but measures must be taken to make the supply chain more cost efficient. One of the major contributors to the delivered costs of wood chips is transportation, which is highly determined by the geographical location of forests and energy plants. This paper presents a method based on continuous cost surface mapping using raster-based geographical information systems (GISs). The national wood chip resources have been mapped and for selected bioenergy plants the costs of transporting the annual fuel demand have been modelled using cost distance functions,
supply curves and sensitivity analysis. Hence a geographically determined relation of cumulative wood chip resources and their average costs was established. The results may be used for socio-economically sound resource allocation, optimal plant fuel mix, and planning of future energy plants.
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Energy and Greenhouse gas balances of the utilisation of biogas for energy: - with a special focus on transportation
The utilisation of biogas for energy is an important part of the Danish energy plan for reducing Danish emissions of greenhouse gases. Implementation programmes for new biogas plants have been in operation since 1990, promoted by the Ministry of Environment and Energy. The focus of the implementation programmes has been on development of technologies for joint biogas plants, where more than one farm supplies the animal slurry. The joint biogas plants are dependent on industrial organic wastes to obtain high biogas yields for making the biogas plant economical. The industrial organic waste will, however, be the scarce factor in a further development of the joint biogas plants in Denmark. The purpose of the present study is related to the discussion on the role of transportation in the biogas fuel chain. Transportation plays a central role in the assessment of environmental advantages of utilising biogas for energy. Two different Danish joint biogas plants are evaluated with the aim of determining the role of transportation and co-fermentation on the energy and the balance of greenhouse gases from the biogas fuel cycle.

Environmental external effects from wind power based on the EU ExternE methodology
The European Commission has launched a major study project, ExternE, to develop a methodology to quantify externalities. A "National Implementation Phase", was started under the Joule II programme with the purpose of implementing the ExternE methodology in all member states. The main objective of the Danish part of the project is to implement the framework for externality evaluation, for three different power plants located in Denmark. The paper will focus on the assessment of the impacts of the whole fuel cycles for wind, natural gas and biogas. Priority areas for environmental impact assessment are identified, based on results of earlier studies and some identified of specific relevance for Denmark. Importance is attached to the quantification of impacts for each of the three fuel cycles and to monetisation of the externalities.
Environmental externalities related to power production on biogas and natural gas based on the EU ExternE methodology

This paper assesses the environmental impacts and external costs from selected electricity generation systems in Denmark. The assessment is carried out as part of the ExternE National Implementation, which is the second phase of the ExternE project and involves case studies from all Western European countries. The project uses a “bottom-up” methodology to evaluate the external costs associated with a wide range of different fuel cycles. The project has identified priority impacts, where most are impacts from air emissions. Externalities due to atmospheric emissions are calculated through the use of a software package, EcoSence, having an environmental database at both a local and regional level including population, crops, building materials, and forest. The system also incorporates two air transport models, allowing local and regional scale modelling. The results of the Danish case study show that estimated damages due to the greenhouse effect are predominant, however, the uncertainty is high. The predominant damage at the local and regional level is related to emission of NOx, which results in effects on public health.

External effects related to biogas and wind power

Energy produced by wind power and biogas is today more expensive than energy produced by fossil fuels. However, by including external costs related to the technologies, the renewable technologies are expected to result in social benefits compared to the conventional power technologies. The paper will focus on estimates of externalities related to wind and biogas energy supplies using the ExternE methodology developed in a major study launched by the European Commission. External costs are the costs imposed on society that are not included in the market price (e.g. effects of air pollution on health, buildings, crops, forests and global warming, emissions of noise etc.).

Test of pyrolysis gasifier stoves in two institutional kitchens in Uganda

The main purpose of the paper is to evaluate tests of institutional kitchens carried out at schools in Uganda 1997. The results of the tests for the institutional kitchen with pyrolysis gasifier stoves are compared with the fuel use in traditional kitchens with three-stone stoves. The project was financed by the Norwegian Forestry Society and involved two institutional kitchens in the northern part of Uganda. The pyrolysis gasifier stove, which is used as heating source, is a simple batch feeded top-down inverted gasifier. The two institutional kitchens prepared food for 107 students and 700 pupils, respectively. The cooking place was build up with a rotating plate on which tree gasifier units were placed. In this
way it was possible to change on of the gasifier units when necessary. The pot was then mounted on a tripod app. 10 cm above the gasifier units. The results of the tests show that the improved institutional cooking places can be used to prepare the local food and that it saves at least 2/3 of the wood compared with the use of traditional three stone stoves. Furthermore, the use of the gasifier units, which burn without smoke, reduces the exposure to smoke considerably; however, this is only evaluated qualitatively.
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The role of transportation and co-fermentation in the CO2 balance for utilisation of biogas for energy
Biogas is an essential biomass source for achieving a reduction of CO2 emission by 50% in year 2030 in Denmark. The physical potential for biogas production in Denmark is more than 10 times the present biogas production in Denmark. In Denmark the largest part of the biogas production is produced at 19 decentralised joint biogas plants involving a varying number of farms (5-100). All of these plants use to some extent co-fermentation with industrial organic waste to increase biogas yield. A fuel chain approach for utilisation of biogas for energy purposes is carried out for determining the role of increased transportation distances at large biogas plants on the total CO2 balance of the biogas plant. The advantage of constructing large biogas plants is the cost-effective possibility of using industrial organic waste to increase biogas production. In some cases co-fermentation increases biogas production up 100%. The present study evaluate optimal transportation strategies for biogas plants taking CO2 balances into account.
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Total Costs and Benefits of Biomass in Selected regions of the European Union
Project outline: In the Biocost project, representative biomass-to-electricity and biomass-to-transport-service fuel cycles located at different sites within the European Union have been evaluated concerning their environmental and economic performance. Each case study was compared to a fossil-fuel fired reference case. The case studies examined comprise:- utilisation of forestry residues in the Naessjoe circulation fluidised bed combustion plant, Sweden, versus the use of Polish coal in the same plant;- utilisation of forestry residues and short-rotation coppice for industrial combined heat and power production in Manguide, Portugal, versus the use of fuel oil in an engine generating heat and power;- production of biogas from animal slurry for municipal combined heat an power generation at Hashoej, Denmark, versus the use of Danish natural gas in the same engine;- gasification of woody biomass for combined heat and power generation in Vaemamo, Sweden, and Eggborough, UK, versus the use of coal in the Naessjoe plant mentioned above and a UK power plant;- production of cold-pressed rape-seed oil and its use in a cogeneration plant at Weissenburg, Germany, versus the use of diesel fuel in a similar engine;- production of rape-seed oil methyl ester (RME) and its use for goods transport in Germany, versus the use of diesel fuel in the same fleet of trucks;- production of ethyl tertiary butyl ether (ETBE) from sugar beets and sweet sorghum for transport applications in France, versus the use of methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) from fossil sources for the same purpose.
**CO2 balance in production of energy based on biogas**

Biogas is an essential biomass source for achieving a reduction of CO2 emission by 50% in year 2030 in Denmark. The physical potential for biogas production in Denmark is more than 10 times the present biogas production in Denmark. In Denmark the largest part of the biogas production is produced at 19 decentralised joint biogas plants involving a varying number of farms (5-100). All of these plants use to some extent co-fermentation with industrial organic waste to increase biogas yield. A fuel chain approach for utilisation of biogas for energy purposes is carried out for determining the role of increased transportation distances at large biogas plants on the total CO2 balance of the biogas plant. The advantage of constructing large biogas plants is the cost-effective possibility of using industrial organic waste to increase biogas production. In some cases co-fermentation increases biogas production up to 100%. The present study evaluate optimal transportation strategies for biogas plants taking CO2 balances into account.
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Environmental Externalities Related to Power Production Technologies in Denmark

The European Commission has launched a major study project, ExternE, to develop a methodology to quantify externalities. A "National Implementation Phase", was started under the Joule II programme with the purpose of implementing the ExternE methodology in all member states. The main objective of the Danish part of the project is to implement the framework for externality evaluation, for three different power plants located in Denmark. The paper will focus on the assessment of the impacts of the whole fuel cycles for wind, natural gas and biogas. Priority areas for environmental impact assessment are identified, based on results of earlier studies and some identified of specific relevance for Denmark. Importance is attached to the quantification of impacts for each of the three fuel cycles and to monetisation of the externalities.
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External Costs Related to Power Production Technologies: ExternE National Implementation for Denmark

The European Commission has launched a major study project, ExternE, to develop a methodology to quantify externalities. A "National Implementation Phase", was started under the Joule II programme with the purpose of implementing the ExternE methodology in all member states. The main objective of the Danish part of the project is to implement the framework for externality evaluation, for three different power plants located in Denmark. The paper will focus on the assessment of the impacts of the whole fuel cycles for wind, natural gas and biogas. Priority areas for environmental impact assessment are identified, based on results of earlier studies and some identified of specific relevance for Denmark. Importance is attached to the quantification of impacts for each of the three fuel cycles and to monetisation of the externalities.
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External costs related to power production technologies. ExternE national implementation for Denmark
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Balanced Ecological Use of Biomass Resources in DK
As Denmark has no hydro power, biomass resources play an important role for a future sustainable energy system. Especially surplus straw and animal manure (for biogas) from agriculture. This paper describes the potential of biomass in the Danish energy supply system three to four decades ahead. The use of biomass for energy purposes may however conflict with the need to maintain soil quality of arable fields. The official Danish policies are supporting both an expansion of ecological farming and an expansion of the use of biomass in the energy supply system. This may give rise to conflicts around the use of biomass between different interest groups.
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Efficiency Tests on the New Peko Pe Stove in Uganda
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Efficiency tests on the pyrolysis gasifier stove Peko Pe
This paper presents results from water boiling tests on the pyrolysis gasifier stove Peko Pe, which has been developed by the Norwegian Paal Wendelbo. The stove efficiency determined vary between 21 and 29% when burning dry Danish woodchips (10% moisture) with an estimated calorific value of 16 MJ/kg. CO-emissions have been determined with varying distance between the stove and the pot to estimate the combustion efficiency. Efficiency tests performed in Adjumani refugee camp with grass as fuel show a stove efficiency of 25-29% with a calorific value of 14 MJ/kg. It has not been possible to determine the water content in the grass. In Adjumani refugee camp it was furthermore found that the stove was able to provide sufficient energy from solid combustion, after the pyrolysis was stopped, to boil water for additional 25-30 minutes with lid. This effect was not seen in the tests on woodchips in Denmark. Advantages and disadvantages of the stove compared to three-stone stoves are discussed and perspectives are outlined for further improvements of the stove.
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Energy conservation options for cooking with biomass in Ghana

Cooking is the main energy consuming activity in Ghana. This is mainly due to a generally low material standard of living, but also because the cooking process itself is energy inefficient. The fuel for cooking in Ghana is mainly biomass either in the form of wood, agricultural residues or charcoal. An energy chain for the cooking process is established and the possible conservation options are surveyed in kitchen performance tests in Abodom in the tropical zone of Ghana. The energy consumption for the food preparation has been measured and energy saving options have been determined for some parts of the energy chain. The results show that the possible options for energy conservation through the entire energy chain of the present technology are at least of the same magnitude as that involved in just switching to a more efficient biomass stove. The heat loss is largest while simmering when the boiling point has been reached. Most cooks tend to continue using a high heat supply even though it is not necessary. This process is often carried out without lid on the pot even though the use of lid will reduce the energy loss considerably. It is also concluded that the average fuelwood consumption in Abodom per household (tropical zone) only is 20% higher than the per family fuelwood consumption in the northern part of Ghana (Guinea Savanna). A larger difference in fuelwood consumption per household is normally assumed between households in tropical zones and in savanna zones.
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Life Cycle Assessment of Selected Biomass and Fossil Fuel Energy Systems in Denmark and Ghana - with a focus on greenhouse gases

The aim of the present project has been to establish an LCA methodology for assessing different biomass energy systems in Denmark and Ghana in relation to their emission of greenhouse gases. The biomass systems which have been studied are willow chips, surplus straw and biogas from manure for Denmark and energy forest and use of saved wood in the food preparation process for electricity production in Ghana. Denmark. The life cycle analysis has been relatively well defined for the case of willow chips and straw as their system boundaries are relatively well-defined, whereas the definition of system boundaries are more difficult for the biogas case. For the willow chip production the uncertainty is the possible enhanced emission of N2O when the energy forest is fertilised. For the biogas study, the uncertainties are related to the definition of alternative uses and handling of the manure, and for the definition of reference technology. For all Danish case studies the reference technology has been energy produced by natural gas. The total emission for willow chips in Denmark is 99 g CO2-eq per kWh of electricity produced for willow chips, 68 g CO2-eq per kWh for surplus straw and 58 g CO2-eq per kWh for biogas. The CO2 reduction potential is determined as 310 g CO2-eq per kWh for willow chips, 340 g CO2-eq per kWh for surplus straw and 350 g CO2-eq per kWh for biogas, when they replace energy produced in a natural gas system. With a potential of 32 PJ energy forest (200,000 ha), 33 PJ of surplus straw and 20 PJ of biogas, the total CO2 reduction will be 3.8 million tonnes or 6% of present CO2 emission if biomass substitute natural gas. This relates to the use of present available technologies. In the decades to come new and more efficient technologies will be developed for biomass plants. This will increase the reduction potential for CO2. Ghana. Two different case studies have been carried out for Ghana. The first is a life cycle analysis of an energy forest plantation in Ghana which has been cultivated with modern equipment. The second LCA is extended with an energy end use chain to determine the energy conservation options in the food preparation process. The idea has been to use the saved wood in the food preparation process for electricity production. The results for the energy forest in Ghana are not very different from the willow forest in Denmark. Similar assumptions about energy consumption for use of machines have been made in the two cases. The main difference is that the energy forest in Ghana uses Nitrogen fixing species to avoid the use of fertilisers. The second Ghanaian case study was established so that one-third of the electricity produced at the power plant should be supplied by savings in the food preparation process to cover the domestic electricity consumption. The remaining two-thirds of the electricity has been produced in an energy forest to cover industrial demand. The saving options have been determined to be 65% by use of an improved woodstove and efficient cooking performances compared to the traditional cooking performance and
the use of three-stone stove. The results indicate that the energy saving options are higher by changing habits than by changing cooking stove. This implies that it is better to use an efficient cooking performance on a three-stone stove than inefficient cooking performance on an improved stove. The efficiency options for the improved stove have also been compared with the use of LPG and electric stoves. The use of a life cycle analysis for the saved wood case indicates that the energy saving options have to be taken into account when assessing the different cooking options. This implies that it is better to use an efficient cooking performance on a three-stone stove than inefficient cooking performance on an improved stove. The efficiency options for the improved stove have also been compared with the use of LPG and electric stoves. The use of a life cycle analysis for the saved wood case indicates that the energy saving options have to be taken into account when assessing the different cooking options. This implies that it is better to use an efficient cooking performance on a three-stone stove than inefficient cooking performance on an improved stove.

Life cycle analysis can be a useful tool for assessing the different saving options and for identifying environmental impacts from the cooking process. To supply sufficient woodfuel to cover one-third of the electricity production two-thirds of the households would have to change into efficient cooking performance and to use improved stoves. This model is only theoretical, but it indicates that the amount of biomass which is wasted in the food preparation process is large. The assumed electricity consumption per household is 1,200 kWh per year. The biomass potential in Ghana is large. If degraded land were changed into energy forests, biomass could be a major energy source for decades in Ghana. Utilising 5% of the area for energy production will almost double the electricity capacity in Ghana today. The estimated saving potential of 65% in the food preparation process will lead to a saving of a total of 3 million tonnes of wood throughout Ghana. If it was used for electricity production it could lead to an electricity production of 3.8 TWh per year or a capacity of 0.8 GW using the key figures of the power plant studied in this report. This is almost equal to the present power capacity in Ghana. Energy planning and LCA in Ghana Danish energy planning experiences have been developed in an educated population and in society with traditions for well-functioning institutions. Even though some energy programmes have been implemented, the institutional framework is relatively weak in Ghana compared to the severe and in some cases fundamental problems they are supposed to solve.

Severe problems are present both in the traditional sector with increasing utilisation of biomass and in the modern energy sector which is challenged by the high population growth. The advanced energy planning used in Denmark today is only relevant for the modern energy sector, and it has to be adjusted in order to cope with the large rate of population growth in Ghana. The problems in Ghana are related to the general development of society, education of people, training of technicians, and creation of economic incentives for stimulating people to take the right decisions. A comparison of the two energy sectors illustrates the difficulties in using the advanced Danish energy planning experience in Ghana. The basic parameters are very different. Compared with Denmark the modern energy sector in Ghana is challenged by a high population growth whereas the population has stabilised in Denmark. Furthermore, the Danish energy planning has been supported by an educated population and strong public institutions. This is not the case in Ghana.
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Center for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems for Cities
A wide range of research activities have arisen to support the Danish target of a 100% renewable energy system by 2050. Projects focused on individual aspects of the energy system, such as zero emissions buildings or intelligent power systems provide valuable insight, that facilitates flexibility throughout the energy system. CITIES will address this deficiency by establishing an integrated research centre covering all aspects of the energy system, including gas, power, district heating/cooling and biomass, and most importantly methods to forecast, control and optimize their interactions through the use of advanced ICT solutions. The high densities of population, energy consumption, and energy and communications networks in cities offer the greatest potential for flexibility at the last cost, and the fact that cities account for 80% of global energy consumption and emissions [1] make the urban environment an ideal setting for energy systems integration research. CITIES will pioneer research into fully integrated city energy systems, building short-term operational models that feed longer term planning models, considering the spatiotemporal variations, interactions, dynamics and stochastics in the energy system. Low level models of system components will inform higher-level aggregate models employed in market and control framework design. The leading position of European academia and industry and the rapidly growing market for smart energy solutions indicates substantial scope for increased competitiveness and job creation within this field. CITIES will, in collaboration with its industrial and academic partners, conduct research with a view to developing tools for the
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Databeskyttelsesdagen
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Databeskyttelsesdagen
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Match making meeting in Paris - Urban Europe JP
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**Match making meeting in Paris - UERA - ENSUF**
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Paris, France
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising workshops, courses, seminars etc.

**Temadag: Grøn omstilling og vækst som tema i planstrategier og kommuneplaner**
Period: 13 Jan 2016
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Participant)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Centre for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems in Cities

**Description**
Temadag: Grøn omstilling og vækst som tema i planstrategier og kommuneplaner
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**Temadag: Grøn omstilling og vækst som tema i planstrategier og kommuneplaner**
13/01/2016 → 13/01/2016
København, Denmark
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising workshops, courses, seminars etc.

**Living Labs for Scalability**
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Per Sieverts Nielsen (Speaker)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Centre for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems in Cities

**Documents:**
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**DTU Sustain Conference 2015**
17/12/2015 → 17/12/2015
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Activity: Talks and presentations › Conference presentations

**Smart City workshop between TU Berlin, NTNU and DTU**
Period: 7 Dec 2015 → 8 Dec 2015
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Participant)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Centre for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems in Cities

Description
TU Berlin, NTNU and DTU Smart Cities workshop in Berlin

Related event

Smart City workshop between TU Berlin, NTNU and DTU
07/12/2015 → 08/12/2015
Berlin, Germany
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising workshops, courses, seminars etc.

Match making møde på den Nederlandske Ambassade
Period: 23 Nov 2015
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Participant)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre

Description
Match making møde på den nederlandske ambassade

Related event

Match making møde på den Nederlandske Ambassade
København, Denmark
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising workshops, courses, seminars etc.
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UCD Energy Institute & Electricity Research Centre Research Symposium 2015
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UCD Energy Institute & Electricity Research Centre Research Symposium 2015
23/11/2015 → 24/11/2015
Dubling, Ireland
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising a conference

Smart City Conference and Exhibition in Barcelona 2015
Period: 16 Nov 2015 → 19 Nov 2015
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Participant)
Department of Management Engineering
Description
Smart City Expo in Barceloa 2015

Related event
Smart City Conference and Exhibition in Barcelona 2015
16/11/2015 → 19/11/2015
Barcelona, Spain
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising workshops, courses, seminars etc.

Nordisk konference om Grøn omstilling af kommuner
Period: 11 Nov 2015 → 12 Nov 2015
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Participant)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Centre for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems in Cities

Description
Nordisk konference om Grøn omstilling af kommuner

Related event
Nordisk konference om Grøn omstilling af kommuner
København, Denmark
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising a conference

NTNU rector visit and workshops
Period: 2 Nov 2015 → 3 Nov 2015
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Participant)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Centre for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems in Cities

Description
NTNU rector visit and workshops

Related event
NTNU rector visit and workshops
02/11/2015 → 03/11/2015
Lyngby, Denmark
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising workshops, courses, seminars etc.

News from CMT and WP1 activities
Period: 26 Oct 2015
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Speaker)
Department of Management Engineering
Related event

PhD/Postdoc workshop on October 26th 2015
26/10/2015 → …
Lyngby, Denmark
Activity: Talks and presentations › Conference presentations

Urbanisering og sammenhængskraft
Period: 19 Oct 2015
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Participant)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Centre for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems in Cities

Description
Urbanisering og sammenhængskraft

Related event

Urbanisering og sammenhængskraft
19/10/2015 → 19/10/2015
Korsør, Denmark
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising workshops, courses, seminars etc.

CPH Climate plan
Period: 5 Oct 2015
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Participant)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Centre for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems in Cities

Description
CPH Climate plan

Related event

CPH Climate plan
05/10/2015 → 05/10/2015
København, Denmark
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising workshops, courses, seminars etc.

Transition towards Sustainable and Liveable Urban Futures
Period: 30 Sep 2015
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Participant)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre

Description
Transition towards Sustainable and Liveable Urban Futures

Related event
Transition towards Sustainable and Liveable Urban Futures: JPI Urban Europe
30/09/2015 → 30/09/2015
Brussels, Denmark
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising workshops, courses, seminars etc.

Energi i planlægningen
Period: 9 Jun 2015
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Lecturer)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Documents:
By og trafikplanlægning DTU Transport kursus v1

Related external organisation
Unknown external organisation
Activity: Talks and presentations › Conference presentations

Smart City Conference and Exhibition in Amsterdam 2015
Period: 2 Jun 2015 → 5 Jun 2015
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Participant)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Centre for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems in Cities

Description
Smart City Conference and Exhibition in Amsterdam 2015

Related event
Smart City Conference and Exhibition in Amsterdam 2015
02/06/2015 → 05/06/2015
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising workshops, courses, seminars etc.

Integration of energy systems in the CITIES project
Period: 19 May 2015
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Speaker)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Centre for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems in Cities
Documents:
DTU Water CITIES v2

Related external organisation
**Use of KPI's in the Transform Project**

Period: 4 Dec 2014
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Speaker)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Documents:
DTU Transform EERA VTT Dec2014

**Related event**

**EERA Smart City JP Workshop in Helsinki**
04/12/2014 → 05/12/2014
Helsinki, Finland
Activity: Talks and presentations › Conference presentations

**Energiscenarier for Sønderborg**

Per Sieverts Nielsen (Participant)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Centre for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems in Cities

**Description**
Energiscenarier for Sønderborg

**Related event**

**Energiscenarier for Sønderborg**
20/10/2014 → 21/10/2014
Sønderborg, Denmark
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising workshops, courses, seminars etc.

**Energy Services and Demand**

Period: 26 May 2014
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Lecturer)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Centre for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems in Cities
Documents:
Energy Services CITIES - Nielsen 26-05-14

**Related event**

**CITIES Annual Conference**
26/05/2014 → 28/05/2014
Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark
Activity: Talks and presentations › Conference presentations
Generalforsamling i Dansk Byplanlaboratorium
Period: 21 May 2014
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Participant)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre

Description
Generalforsamling Dansk Byplanlaboratorium

Related event

Generalforsamling i Dansk Byplanlaboratorium 2014
21/05/2014 → 21/05/2014
København, Denmark
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising workshops, courses, seminars etc.

iPower Annual Conference 2014
Period: 13 May 2014
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Participant)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Centre for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems in Cities

Description
iPower conference

Related event

iPower Annual Conference 2014: Smart Grid in Residential Buildings
13/05/2014 → 14/05/2014
Copenhagen, Denmark
Activity: Attending an event › Participating in or organising workshops, courses, seminars etc.

CITIES - WP1 – Energy services and demand: state of the art
Period: 29 Jan 2014
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Lecturer)
Department of Management Engineering
Systems Analysis
DTU Climate Centre
Centre for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems in Cities
Documents:
CITIES Kick off meeting WP1 29-01-14 Per Nielsen

Related event

CITIES - Kick off meeting
29/01/2014 → 29/01/2014
Lyngby, Denmark
Activity: Talks and presentations › Conference presentations

Green Growth and Urban Development – European experiences.
Period: 25 Sep 2012
Per Sieverts Nielsen (Lecturer)
Related event

GGGI-VASS Capacity Building Workshop
25/09/2012 → 26/09/2012
Halong City, Viet Nam
Activity: Talks and presentations › Conference presentations